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Only in recent years have statistical methods been applied 
to evaluation o.f ore reserves. An attempt is made in this study to 
prepare an outline to be followed throughout the exploration in 
order that statistical methoda can be applied to valuation problems. 
Particular emphasis is gi. ven to the preliminary requirements to a 
statistical approach. Representative parameters, sampling pattern, 
and sample size are discussed in separate chapters. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statistical methods have been employed foro~ a few years by 
the mining industry in operational control and in mineral e~loration. 
The higher number of variates to be considered, the impossibility of 
complying exac~ with the requirements for random sampling, the long 
delay between the elaboration of an hypothesis and its verification, 
may- account for the slowness of adoption, compared with other fields 
of industry. 
Almost all of the researqh has been carried out in the last 
ten years and it has stagnated in theoretical evaluations. Besides 
university teachers and· some official organizations (e.g. u •. s. 
Bureau of Hines in the u.s.A. I Commissariat a ltEnergie Atomique in 
France). only a few mining companies have applied and tested these 
methods (e.g. Climax l<lolybdenum, San Manuel. Bear Creek) •.. 
The existing bibliography (approximately 250 articl.es and · 
papers to date as of Januar,y lst, 1959, with exception of the almost 
Wlknown Russian literature) covers only articles which are generally 
concerned with a specific problem. So far no attempt at a general 
publication has been made. The aim of this study is to prepare an 
outline for application ot statistical methods for the computation 
of ore reserves of a deposit during the exploration phase. This 
exploration is assumed to be carried out by drilling, before any 
underground mining has really taken place. 
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Nwnerous other problems in Hineral Engineering can be solved 
by application of statistical methods: mine sampling (27)*, location 
of favorable areas for .exploration (13), or the probability of finding 
a given amount of a certain commodity over a certain area (52) are a 
few examples of applications. 
\Vhat are the advantages of the statistical methods over the 
classical or numerical methods used in the computation of ore reserves? 
First of all they are better fitted to approach problems on 
\'lhich only dispersed and fragmentary data are present. The few 
representative parameters to wh~ch a set of data is 11cooked dovm" 
are not only given with their naked numerical values, but also with 
their level of confidence. Trends in variations can be detected. 
Besides these more technical advantages, there is also a 
financial advantage, as the investor obtains a better knowledge of 
the risks presented by a mining venture. This feature will probably 
be more and more prevalent with the developnent or huge 1 low grade 
operations .requiring greater capital investments. 
A good introduction to the statistics used in this study will 
be found in Freund ( 5). ~lore detailed textbooks on the theory are 
listed in the bibliography. 
For the convenience of ·those not familiar wi. th statistical 
studies, a brief glossary of terms is included in the appendix. 
*All references are in bibliography. 
Chapter II 
ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITIONS FOR A STATISTICAL 
APPROACH. TO O~RESERv-~ COMPUTATIONS 
In order to be possibly submitted to statistical methods, data, 
whatever may be their nature, have to !ultill the following conditions: 
- sufficiently large number of samples 
- similarity of samples 
- randomness in sampling and distribution 
These conditions can be expressed in terms of drilling and 
sampling. 
A. Number of data 
The theory of statistics usu~ requires that each statistical 
stucy- be based upon a minimum of .30 homogeneous samples, in ordf?r to 
ascertain valid results. This figure ia exceeded in almost every min-
eral exploration project. Less freedom in the sampling of a deposit, . 
than is offered in ·f'abrication control, and a very small ratio b~tween 
volumes of samples and deposit justify and require this larger number. 
Knowing the optimum number of samples is of importance to the 
mining engineer exploring a deposit!' It can be approxl.ma.ted by dif-
., . 
ferent wayss 
(l) Theory ot statistics 
Relations have been established between number of samples, 
mean and standard deviation of the statistical universe and standard 
deviation of the sample mean (with respect to the true mean) as well 
as of the standard deviation o£ sample (with respect to the true 
~tandard deviation) • · These relations enabl·e us to determine, once a 
first set of data is obtained~ how far the sampling has to go in order 
to ascertain a certain level of confidence in the final result. 
This approach by the theory of statistics has some disad-
vantages, as it is based on the assumption of normal distribution of 
sample mean around true mean. This is correct in a normal distribu-
tion~ but only approximated in other distributions, however,it is 
satisfactory if the groups of samples are large. Nevertheless this 
method gives us a minimum, since in the case that the assumption of 
normal distribution of sample mean is not correct more samples will 
be required in order to give the same level of confidence. 
{ 2) Limit of the standard deviation 
Conmon sense indicates that the standard deviation will 
decrease ~dth an increasing number of samples. A cumulative plot of 
standard deviation vs. number of samples, in their chronologie order 
of appearance can be expected to app~oach a limit 1 which, under ideal 
condi tiona 1 is the standard deviation of the entire population. If a 
further increase in the number of samples does not decrease appre-
ciably the standard deviation, there is no need in further san1pling1 
and it can be stopped. 
In order to obtain a limit for the standard deviation, the 
samples have to belong to the same population. It can happen that 
~th an increasing number of samples the standard deviation oscillates 
in a wide range. In that case the superposition of two, or occa-
sionally more populations has to be examined. If the different 
populations are spatial.ly separated it is of advantage to introduce 
~ stratification, and to make a separate plot for each zone or strate. 
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The exploration of a zone can then be considered finished if the 
standard deviation related to it nears the limit. 
It may not be possible to relate the various populations 
to different parts of the deposit. In that case a. close geological 
investigation should reveal if the same conmodity can be found in 
different minerals, with different contents and grades, or if there 
are several distinct mineralization periods. 
{3) Financial considerations 
Filippo Falini . {27) emphasizes the cost of sampling. The 
other items he considers are initial plant coat and ratio between the 
annual working expenses and the depletion and depreciation allowances. 
As shown before, there is a technical limit to the accur-
acy of the information obtained through sampling, and there is a 
limit beyond which a higher number of samples does not bring more 
accuracy, only confirmation. Therefore Falinits proposition to 
increase the number of samples in proportion to initial cost and 
worldng expenses may lead to unnecessary expenses. However his con-
cluding statement corrects this fault: 
"The number of samples to be taken is limited by the con-
sideration that, be.yond a certain number the risks of economic loss 
in the exploitation (or or loss of pro!it if it is decided to not 
exploit the deposit) no longer offsets the costs of further samples." 
Practically, the number of samples to be taken can be 
determined in advance only if the characteristics of the deposi~ are 
already lmow, by comparison with similar neighboring deposits. For 
instance 1 in a wildcat exploration the first drillings will give the 
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information necessar,y to determine the approximate number of samples. 
The decision to stop a drilling campaign should be taken 
as soon as the optimum·number of samples has been reached, the optimum 
being given by the combined Methods No. 2 and tlo • .3, whichever may 
give the smallest number. l.fethod No. 3 is usetully checked by the 
theoretical approach. 
It can be noticed that in order to obtain the maximum in-
formation of a drill hole the cores should be cut in reasonably short 
length ( 1 t to 3 t) • All the samples in a deposit must be of the same 
length to prevent overweighting or underweighting any hole. 
B. Simiiari ty of samJ?!es 
In mineral exploration it is often difficult to fulfill the 
requirements of eimilarl. ty. In order that each sample shall influ-
ence the total average grade to the proper degr.ee 1 it is supposed to 
have the same )teight (influ~nce) 1 which factor can be, for instance, 
the weight or the volunie. 
As Filippo Falini (27) pointed out,the degree of dispersion 
(defined as the ratio of the average deviation of grade to the mean 
grade) of samples assays taken in a homogeneous deposit is an 
inverse function of the number of elementar,y particles in the 
sampling volume and of the grade (by volume). We prefer to substi-
tute the standard deviation !or the degree of dispersion, the tor.mer 
being more commonly used. 
In order to have similar samples 1 the number or particlee 
should be constant. Their total weight (_i.e., the weight of the 
sample) is a function of the densities and proportions of the 
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different minerals present. The vo1wne is independent of densities 
and proportions and depends essentially on the number of elementary 
particles, therefore it is the ~antity to be kept constant. 
An example of :lead ore formed by galena {density 7.5) and dolo-
mite (density 2.5) shows convincingly the variation in weight of a 
given volume of ore as the relative proportions of the two components 
change. 
Volume Volume Density Percent galena 
galena gangue of ore bz weight 
1% 99% 2.55 2.94 
10% 90% ).00 25.0 
It 'h-ould be interesting to study the application of the prin-
ciple . of constant volume to channel sampling. It would probably mean 
that in a vein with varying width, the channels would have to be sub-
divided in mnall lengths, 1 foot for instance, so that the excess at 
the ends of a channel would be closer to a sample length. 
Two remarks should be made: 
The constancy of volume is hampered by an imperfect core 
recovery, which has a strong effect on the assays. For instance if 
the explored deposit contains sulphides which are concentrated in 
planes an underevaluation is likel.y to occur. The cores are suscep-
tible to breakage along the sulphide planes, so that the valuable 
minerals are eroded and pass into the slime. 
The assays are given by weight, not by volUJne. In the 
case of heavy minerals (about twice the density o! the gangue or 
above) the density contrast introduces an important bias. This 
problan will be discussed in a Report of Investigations of the U. S. 
7 
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Bureau of lr1ines by Leonhard W. Becker and Scott w. Hazen, Jr. 
The samples have to come from statisticall.y homogeneous zones 
in order that representative parameters can be computed for each zone. · 
Such subdivision of a depositJ if any, may have been produced by a 
difference in: 
(l) Process: .supergene vs. hypogene, !or instance. 
(2) Time: different periods of mineralization. 
(.3) Source ot the material. 
(4) Host rock: according to ~sical and chemical behavior. 
In a frequency diagram, several populations belonging to dif-
ferent zones are likely to appear e.s a plurimodal curve. If this is 
the case a separation of the superposed populations is to be attempted 
by. one of the following methods. 
A new zonation procedure for oil fields, with respect to the 
permeability parameter, has been proposed in 1958 by LeRoy Allan 
Beghtol (51). This method can be use.fully applied to the detection of 
distinct vertical grade zones within the profile of each hole. Between 
the different assays obtained .from one dril.ling exist vari·ations, !rom 
which a part -only, are due to chance al~ne. Variance tests, worked out 
by Ronald A. Fisher (4) and others, are used to detect significant 
differences at any preset level of confidence. Same zones, appearing 
in neighboring holes are then connected. 
A statistical approach to the valuation of gold placers has 
been proposed by v. Baty (32). Gold in placers is assumed by this 
author to have three modes of deposition. The first two or which 
result in ho~Dgeneous distributions, following the normal law, · whereas 
the third does not answer to any statistical law. Mean and standard 
deviation or the entire set of data are computed, and the contents 
deviating from the mean by more than two times the standard deviation 
are el imj nated. J.1ean and standard deviation are now computed for the 
remaining contents, lddch enables ua to divide them (as in the first 
elimjnation) in two fractions: 
(A} Homogeneous content of the placer 
(B) Leftover contents 
The latter are plotted on the prospection plan, what gives an 
indication of probable runs. Therefore (B) is divided in 
(C) Heterogeneous content of the placer, not 
belonging to the run 
(D) Run contents 
The run contents (D) are distributed in 
(E) Normal run contents 
(F) Hete:o:>geneous run contents 
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The second point in Batyt s study is concerned l'd th the valua-
tion of reserves. Designating by·A the tonnage of the group (A), by ta 
the content of this group, and so rorth 1 and assuming that (A) and (C)~ 
as well as (E) and (F) have respectively the same content, Baty derives 
following fonnula gi. ving T the mean content or the depoai t: 
T • (A + C) ta + (E + F) te 
A+C+E+F 
The third point of this study is concerned with the graphical 
determination of placer content, run content and the heterogeneous 
values. The pl.ot tings of his figures 1 and. 2 ~e merely frequency 
distributions. Through an unfortunate choice in the intervals (too 
large) the usual skewed curve, 'Which can be fitted to a lognorznal 
curve, does not appear entirely. Only the descending branch is 
present. 
The best usage of this method is to be found in the graphical 
plotting of the runs on a map. The graphical zonation procedure can · 
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. be used, 'With a slight mOdification, however. The assumption of nor-
mal distribution has to be checked in eaCh case. Ordinarily a lognor-
mal distribution will be .found, ·so that in . the operating modus the 
ass~s have to be replaced by th~ir logarithms. 
For valuation purposes this method is objectionable. The author 
considers a run as a superimposed phenam~(though homogeneous) on a 
normal and homogeneous background, which is still present under the 
higher values of a run. In a Placer a run can hardly be considered 
being epigenetic with respect to the normal miner~zed volume, so that 
there cannot be superposition. (Baty does not specify explicitly that 
a run is epigenetic, but this is a logical conclusion of his hypothesis 
on the assay distribution .in a placer.) As long as the distribution o£ 
assays is normal, there can be no objection to this .formula. In the 
case of a skewed diatribut.ion it should be abandoned. 
The fr~qu.ency curve has a continuously varying slope, not a 
slope in three parts as suggested. A unique solution can therefore not 
be obtained graphically. 
c. Randomness in sampling and distribution 
This characteristic may be discussed under two headings: 
(1) Randomness of distribution of tho assays· in the deposit. 
ll 
This cannot be controlled by the sampler, and the methods 
of sampling have to submit ·to imposed conditions. Friedrich Stammberger 
(43) gives two criteria for a random distribution; the grade of the 
sample should not interfere with the grade of a neighboring sample, nor 
should it be influenced by its position in space. 
The interdependency of assays coming from two neighboring 
holes appearsin a regression study. A close relation is to be eJCPected 
in bedded depositss minette iron ore {England, France and Germany) or 
Lake Superior iron ore (United States, Brazil, Canada). These justify 
a l'dde spacing of the drill hol~s. It would be interesting to make a 
survey of the behavior of different genetic types in that respect. A 
study of correlation has been . carried out at Climax, · Colorado. After 
an oral communication with 1-ir. H~en, from the U. 5. Bureau of Mines 1 
the coefficient or correlation between samples coming from two holes, 
three feet apart has been insignificant ( 0.09, from a set of more than 
fifty samples). The correlation between successive samples taken 
along the same hole has been higher, 0.9. 
Different commodities ~ have a different behavior in the 
same deposit. For instance in a deposit in Aroostook County, ~1aine, 
the iron shows a high correlation between neighboring holes, whereas 
manganese is not correlated at all. A closer geological investigation 
shows that the iron is still in banded form, but that manganese under-
went remobilization and recrystallization in Small fissures. 
A ramobilization will not always have the effect o! r~do~ 
nization. According to the distance of transportation of the remobil-
i~ed. material and sample size, t~ro different results_ can be produced: 
- small ratio: (for instance regrouping in little 
and close fractures) the distribution will be 
randomized .• 
- large ratio: (for instance cementation) the dis-
tribution is organized and zonation is produced. 
The influence of position in space is difficult to elim-
inate. A deposit can have limits of two sorts. Geological limits 
can be found in a vein !or instance 1 where the ore has usually a 
definite boundary with the wall rock. In a porphyry . copper deposit 
the limit of what is called ore is purely economical, as it is deter-
ndned by a cutoff grade which varies according to the circumstances. 
In the last case a good valuation pr.ocedure reqnires a zonation 
according to the grade. 
{2) Randomness of sampling 
A random sampling procedure requires that one sample does 
not have more chances to be selected than another. The human factor 
does not have much influence in selecting a sample in exploration 
(whereas in mine sampling great attention has to be given to this 
bias). Drill sampling cannot be considered completely. random. The 
location may be random, so will be the first length of core, but the 
location of all tl1e following cores is determined. Therefore each 
hole has to be considered as one sample. 
The method of obtaining a random sampl.e will be discussed 
extensively in the chapter on sample location. 
(3) Tests of randomness 
a. Data coming from one hole. In the case of data coming 
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from a certain number of holes it is impossible to use the tradi-
tional tests of r~~dorr~ess, all based upon the order or production 
of. the data. However data coming from one hole can be analyzed that 
~~. if they are numerous enough and if trends do not already appear 
at visual examination. The following four methods are indicated by 
Hald (7)& 
Runs above and below median. All the data can be divided 
in two groups: . data small.er than the median, and data larger than 
the median. A sequence of data of the same kind is called a run. 
Assuming that all arrang~ents h!lve the same probability of occur-
rence, the probability of a run of given type and length can be com-
puted, so checking if the material is random. 
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Runs up and down. Consider a sequence of observations and 
the sequence of signa (+) or (-) ot the succeBsive differences of the 
data. A sequence of signs ( +) is called a run up, a sequence of signs · 
(-) is called a run do\m. Here slso the probability of occurrence of 
a run or given type and length can be computed and checked against the 
observation data. 
1-lean square successive difference. This figure is divided 
by the variance. 'l'hia ratio has a significance leyel, which is a 
function of the number of data. 
Subgroups. If at least one hundred data are given, they 
can be divided in subgroups of four data each. !-lean and standard 
deviation of each subgroup are computed and their distribution checked. 
If the sampled material is randomly distributed, tho mean and the 
standard deviations of the subgroups follow a normal distribution. 
And at last, de \iijs! coefficient of v~iability {48), 
which will be expllci tly described in Chapter IV, can also be con-
sidered a test of randomness. 
b. Data coming from a set of holes. The average grade 
£or each hole could be computed and preceding tests applied to thes~ 
average grades in their chronologie order of appearance. There is 
however less significance to the order of execution of drill holes 
than to the succession of ass~s in a hole. 
In the alreaqy mentioned Report of Investigations, 
Leonhard \i. Becker and Scott W. ~azen indicate the following test 
which seems more adequate: using vn to den6te the volume of a 
sample of the class n, 5n the standard deviation of that class, if 
the distribution is random, following relation is verified: 
vn ·; s~ = constant 
Let ·a hole be subdivided into successive core sections 
c11 c2, c3, ••• of same volume v. Standard deviations are computed 




The distribution of grades in the deposit can be considered 
random . (and also for the applied sampling procedure) if following 




I! the diatr~bution is not random there is no .further advan-·· 
tage in using statistical methods, and classical methods of computing 
ore reserves should be applied. 
Chapter III 
DIS'fHIBUTIONS OF ASSAYS AND GP..ADm 
A. Distribution as function of the geological type of the deposit 
So far this problem has not received much ~ttention. Fernand 
Blondel (18) studied statistics or the copper production in the United 
States and arrived at the following conclusions: 
(1) The grades are fairly constant for 50% of the American 
copper production. 
( 2) The data are much less explicit for the rema:l ni ng 50% and 
are only given by district, county or state. 
(3) Variations in grade are of two types: 
a. Sharp increases due to the development of new . 
properties, which begin their output by cemen-
tation and oxidation material, that is high 
grade ores. 
b. Slow decrease due to the exhaustion of these 
enriched zones and extension of the operations 
to the lower -grade pro tore. 
In another article (19), published the same year, Fer.nand 
Blondel extends his conclusions to other metals, gold and tin par-
ticularly. A cumulative negative frequency curve (i.e. tonnage of 
ore mined below a certain grade) has a atairlike shape. Over a cer-
tain period of time some fluctuations are noticeable around the modal 
values. What is even more important: the record of reserves foUows 
the same curve, but the modal levels have slightly higher values this 
time. This is to be explained by an imperfect recovery {mining factor), 
which lowers the grade. 
From these observations Blondel deducts the following 
hypothesis: 
"The grades are .not distributed at random. To each type of de-
posit corresponds an average grade, around which the highest tonnages 
are concentrated. These types are not numerous and form a series of 
discrete figures." 
The preceding statements call for a few remarks. The hypo-
thesis of the distribution of the grades around a few modal values 
seems extremely logical. There are no objections to the determina-
tion of the grades by the physic_ochemical conditions under which the 
deposit was formed, as these conditions are closely related to the 
geological type. This study has been carried out on copper ma:in1y 
and it would have been instructive to read actual figures. A recent 
book on the porphyr.y coppers (53) supports this hypothesis by the 
figures which it gives• Annual production of ten copper mines in 
both Americas: 
Tonnage above 1.0;( 5.00 millions of tons 5.8% 
at 1.0% 14.90 17.2% 
0.9% 45.9 53.2% 
0.8.% 20.5 23.8% 
-
Total production S6.J 100.0% 
This shows that in the porphyry coppers the grade is fairly 
constant. Unfortunate~ it is not possible to plot a fre~ency curve 
of grades V6 • tormages for all rocks presenting the characteristics 
ot a porphyry copper, simply because detailed investigations are only 
carried out where some indices are already present. In other words 
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it is impossible to know if there are metal concentrations below the 
present cutoff grade, but above the geochemical trace content, and 
What is their tonnage. 
are significant or not. 
This would sho~r ltlhether the indicated modes 
It can be noticed that the geochemical trace 
content depends upon the host rock, which is a proof of rel.ation be-
tween grade and environment. 
In narrow veins obviously the grade ldll be lowered through 
wall rock, broken in order to obtain a minimum stoping lddth. In the 
case of the porphyry coppers this is less obvious 1 and the discrepancy 
can probably be ·explained like it has been for the Witwatersrand a.a we 
ldll see in the discussion on the arithmetic mean. 
It would be use.ful to carry out a sur.rey of all ore deposits, to 
check if there is actually a trend toward a few modal values. Such a 
survey, in order to respect small changes in the pQ1sicochemical con-
ditions, would have to follov-r a verJ diversified classification, like 
Schneiderhoehnt a (55). Should some, results appear the number of types 
of deposits &~ould be reduced, and the characteristics of more compre-
hensive groups studied. Not only is the average grade to be considered, 
but also the dispersion of the grades, ~ch can be characteristic of 
the constancy (or the absence thereof) of the genetic conditions, as 
well as of the degree of dependability of the grade toward . these con-
ditions. 
A part of this program is· being carried out by Professor Henri 
Lepp, of the Geology Department or the University or Minnesota. In 
order to prove a sedimentar,y origin for th~ Lake Superior iron ore 
depo~its, he studied several other districts ·lmere the iron is 
J.'J 
undoubtedl3" · ot sed:buctary. origin. As a tsn)?Ql"&ey conclusion be could 
state that eo% ot the ~ ccmdng 1'rotl. euch deposits are bettroen 25% 
and-.35% iron.· 
A plott.illg ot grade ~encios of Canadian gold ores, prepared . 
by _Fal.in1 (27) after prod®ticm data taken in tho tteanacH&t~ Mines 
itaudbook 1.9.54'' shows \hat the sractea o~to ~ tw ~dal valuos: 
• • 0 
S, ~~ 22 anc1 evcntual.l7 32 tifton. With 4l1 increae:tns ~o. tll~ trc-
qumq dccreaaos,. and the higher tho grad~, the less ~nounced ia t.'le 
trtq~Lency peak. tfo at,tempt has been made to cheek it each ~wel 
bel.onp to a ditf"e;-ent geol.ogic&l back~ound. U a law ~ bo ~tab­
ll.a.4:t~, relaUng tho grade ot a ®posit to ita environment., tho plan 
• 0 • 
or exploration can be ~re care~ devised. 
-D. P.!fi~tion aa .t'unction ot 'PpYM 
0 
'In the usual caoe. llhm the average grade or a dopoait. ia 
around ;~or leaa~ t..'le distribution CUX"VG is skc\omd to tho right~ 
' . 
~U8 curvo can bo fitted to aevoral theoretical curves. The best 
approxl.mationa are, however, given b7 the loanomal and the binotdal 
. . 
distributions. 
The.>logriormal distribution has been described by Ahrens tor a 
limited case (15), but has been extended by the same author to a geo-
chemical lawt 11Tho concentration of an element is lognormally dis-
tributed in a specific igneous rock" (16). 
Mean grade and dispersion vary widely according to · the metal 
and to the host rock. Sometimes the dispersion mq be so small as to 
hide the law or distribution it a prohibitive number ot samples is not 
used. Ahrens mentioned also the likelihood ot the lognormal distribu-
tion in sedimEmtary rocks. 
As corol.l.IAry the following latt wu announceda "The abtmdanoe 
ot an element in an igneous rock is a].\flqa higher than the most 
prevalent concentration; the difference mq be imneasurebly small or 
very large and is detennined eolely by the magnitude or dispersion or 
its concentration." 
In 1953 Krige (39) shotred that . in the examination o£ boro hole 
values the assvs can also i'it a lognormal curve. 
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World.ng on di!ferent data, de Wijs (48) found that the binomial . 
distribution gives a better approximation. It aeema that with an 
. . 
increasing grade the skewness of that frequency curve is decreasing, 
&?ld getting negative above 50%, there! ore the lognormal distribution, 
al~s positively skewed cannot claim to be the onq approximation. 
Besides, the grades vary only between O% and 100% (in the case ot 
nati va metals, and much ~ess, of course in any compound) 1 whereas the 
lognormal curve is extending to the infinite. 
If, instead of plotting individual a8881'S, we plot ·the means of 
groups ot ~s, taken in the same part of the deposit, the distribution 
curve will ba more symmetrical; it in tending toward a normal curve, 
as a consequence of the central limit theorem. 
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T'rie use ot an .estm.ator as described in Chapter IV, requires the 
lmowledge of the distribution followed by- the ass~e. It is necessary 
to check in ea,ch case which curve gives the best approximation. It is 
pc>sDible that. different genetic conditions give different distributions. 
The lognonn.al distribution cannot yet be considered as 1!. ll.w, however 





A population can be represented by various parameters. Accord-
ing · to the type of the distribution or the purpose of the study, one 
or the -other wilt be better sui ted for representation. 
A good description of a set of data is given by follmdng 
characteristicst 
- Type of the distribution, 01, the type which gi vcs 
the best approximation •. 
- Parameter or central tendency1 locating the center 
around which ·the data are distributed. 
- Parameter of variations description of the disper-
sion of the data around the center. 
- Parameter of symmetry: iridicating how the data are . 
balanced around the center. 
- Parameter of peakedneasa indicating how cl.ose to 
the center the data are located • 
. B. Parameters of central tendencies 
(1) Arithmetic mean (In abbreviationa · AM) 
Tho AM has been used for a long ti:Dle tor computation o! 
. grades, as a straight mean or as a weighted m~. It is very easy 
to calculate, a.'"ld gives undoubtedly the truo average it the sampling 
is eJdlauati ve or at least represents &n important part ot the sampled 
volume. In the case or a normal dietribution, the Al-i is identical 
with mode and median, and is therefore the ideal parameter. 
FUrthermore the AM can be computed from the »1 of subgroups ot data, 
t.reighted by the number of d&ta in each group. 
However the assqs coming from a deposit do not follow a 
n~~~ nor a symmetrical distribution, but a !!lOre or less skewed o~e. 
It h~ been demonstrated in li18lV exploration projects that were few . · 
samples were taken, the grade of the deposit w.Ul appear to be higher 
than 1 t actually is. 
One ot the most famous examples of overevaluat1on is that · 
ot the gold :mines ot the Witwatersrm.<f, ldlere the AM for a long Ume\tas 
employed for computation or grades. A discrepancY' was noticed between 
t 1 , the assqs or drift . eampling, an~ ;t2, the assq of stope sampling of 
,the same panel. The ratio t2/'t1 is constant end smaller than 1. A 
second discrepancy was noticed between t3, the assa-y ot the mill teed, 
taken at the crusher and t 2• Ratio t.3J't2 ia constant also and equal 
to 0.9. The firet .of. these ·ratios is .called "block plan factor," the 
second "mine call factor .•• The tru.e average is therefore smaller than 
the grade given by the .AM. 
A sati~acto~ mathematical explanation has not yet been 
~rked out. Thi~ overev.:J.uation is a. well know tact, curiously' 
enough partia.lly compensate<! by an underev-.l~tion o! t.he tonnageet 
The underevaluation of grades above SO% is much le$s known~ since iron 
is almost the only ~t;y occurring with such a. high grade. Two 
possible ·reasons for that_· discrepancy mq be the :sensitivity of the AM . 
to e.xtr~o values, and the high . dispersion of the . Al! as compared t _o 
other eatilizators ot the ~rue average, which will_ be dealt ld.th later. 
The aim has al~ been to detetmine a method giving 
ex.actlz the grade or the mill feed t,rom the sample assqs taken in 
the deposit. This ·way· of attacking the problem is wrongs besides 
the unavoidable bias and· errors, a. sampling cannot be expected to give 
anything else than an approXimation or .the sampled universe. The dis-
persion or the results C~Y} be shrunk, not supressed. Therefore the 
search for a representative pa.rm.n,eter has to be oriented in another 
directiona the theoey of ma.xi.muJn likelihood, worked out by R. A. 
Fisher mainly (4), and applied to veJ.uation by Sichel (42). The esti-
oators based on thi$ theory have a smaller variance than the AM; less 
samples are r~ed in order to obtain the , same accuracy. 
The weighted 4"1 call.a tor a remarks the usual weighting 
faotor is the thickness of the sampled bed or vein. In a numerical. 
method this procedure is correct. In statistics, however, there cannot 
be any weighting·. 
N •. w. Wolodomonov (49) conducted an experiment to prove the 
u.,elessnese of weighting, even in numerical methods. Dividing a gold 
deposit in blocks, he computed the grades o! ~ch block, first by a 
straight AM, then by- a weighted mean. The· ciistribution or the differ-
ences bettreen the grades of each block appeared to :t>e ·symmetrical and 
is not significant. (The assq distribution in this deposit is not 
mentioned.) 
The Al-i is a good estimate or the abundance or an element 
in a deposit, it this element haa a syrmnetrical distribution. It the 
latter is skewed, the Ali can still be used, provided that a large 
number or samples ere present. Ita large variance should however 
restrict its use. 
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(2) O~trl.c tn~ {ln abbreVi&.U\Ull 0*) 
Tho ~ t~ bean ~tiered bt ,-arious authore as g1 'ring 
the ~ averase 3\~ ot a deposit. A tirat reeacn mar be tt-~ it 
1•· olwqa aoaJJer than the AM, and so.,. olosor to the ldll toed, tdlicb 
ie pneraJ.l.r belot# the f::tilrat«i uade~ Hancoclt (33) trifXi to s1 ve. a 
juotitie&tiw to tho use of' the (J~. Ho baGOd it. on the aaatttlption, 
taken ovor trom ~ (6)• that the modo ot a lo8)lontl&l distribuMon 
1a ~ w tho at ot th~ data. 
To allow that tllie ~on is not true lot ua plot tho 
freqr.t-n01 ~ ot a lo~ dittribution with a loSLrlt.bli4c scale 
on ao•ci-.. i'b.w ~ il tU~trical, the AM ot the abecieaae rep.. 
reeenta J4f.J&O.,~,aud mode as wU as tbe logartthla or tho a;. 
It ve return to a nonral plot-ting, i.e. With an &rithmet1c 
seale on abclciaaa, t.he three paraetoro, mean,median,ancl!DOC1G W1ll bo 
di~. 1'be w:.tditm 4oo1f not chatl&• ite poaiU.on &1ld 18 CJtJ.ll 
equal. to the OM. 
The GH cannot take into account the zero values 1 . !or which 
we ·are obliged to subs.titute amall arbitrary values. 
The GH is associative and can be combined trom the GM of 
parts o£ the universe. In the GH the high values are underweighted, 
'Whereas the low values are overemphasized, resulting in a lower aver-
age grade than truly exists; and the greater the range of v$lues, the 
higher the discrepancy between GM and ~ctual grade. 
(3) Median ~d mode 
There ia no advantage in using one o! these two parametera 
for grade estimate, because they are not very representative. The 
mode is the value with the highest probability of appearance. In the 
lognormal and binomial distributions it ie equal to the GM, and ha.s 
therefore been indirectly advocated by the defenders of the GM. It 
is too sensitive to the choice of the class intervals and cannot 
give an exact estimate. 
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The median is not eensi ti ve to extreme ligures 1 and haa been 
reeommend.ed for this reason • 
The major dieadvantage, !or which both should be discarded, 
is their high deviation tram true median and mode. In other words, 
let~ M and Xo be median and A!~ of a population, and m and Xo median and 
Al-{ o£ the sample set taken .from this population, thena 
11-m>Xo-Xo 
(4) Estimators based on clasa frequency 
The first attempt to decrease the discrepancy between mill 
grade and estimated grade has been made by Watermeyer in 1919 (47). 
His study ia most:cy concerned with drift &$1Ilpling during the develop-
ment of a nev block, and tries to e11 m'J nate the fact that a sample 
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c~ only be taken along · the drift. The probability of finding a given 
. assq in the block is the seme as its f'requency in the drift,. There- . 
tore, according to Wat~er, weighting by the trequency is desirable. 
In fact the frequency will be considered twice, Since 1n computing the 
AM of a set of data, t.he frequency ia included implicitly. The fre-
quency is determined by the recorda of the mine. 
Truscott (4.5) ·adds as weighting factor the assay itself, 
considering that behind the wall the assay- appears iteeu, not only 
its probability. 
The comparison or the two eat.imatorsa 
Watermeyers gt • g • fg I 
Truecot.ts gn • ~. t 8 I 
showa that in the first formula the central valuee are oven~eighted; 
whereae, the high grades at least, are rehabilitated in the oecond 
formula, through the square. 
These formulas have been checked on very large series of 
mine samples anc:l have been found iat.iat-.ctory. However their use is 
not to be reconmended, since they are not built upon a sound theoey. 
( S) Estimators baaed on the theory of maximum likelihood 
Tbia theory has been worked out by- Fisher (4). In shorts 
the AM ia the unbiased estimate of the average. Other estimators are 
more likely to be close to the true average than the AM, because they-
have a smaller variance. Let s1 be the standard de'Viation of the AM, 
and. s2 the standard deviation oE any es~tor. The efficiency ot 
the latter is defined by the ratio s1 / s2, 1lhich can be set ~ to 
k. That means that 1Jle variance of the AM of k • 100 data io the 
same as that of an estimator computed !rom 100 data. 
a · - Sichel t s estimator. The moat likel.7 value ot the 
me~"t or <i lognorrnal population is of the forms 
~ • GM • t(v, N)_ 
whers: 
v: .variance or the data (expressed in logarithms) 
U: number of ' data 
Particular solutions ot the complex !wlction f'(v, U) are given by 
Si.chel (41). It the n"~J.'D.ber ot data is higher than 100, following 
approximation can be useda 
. ~ • Gi-l • o v/2 
The variance o! lrLJ. is equal to following expression: 
v = (AM I n) {s2 + ~ s4) 
b - de WiJs' estimator. Under the asstmption ot. a 
binomial distribution, de lti.js propose:~ following estimator o£ the 
means 
where a 
mt • Xo • F 
mt is tho average grade 
X0 median 
F a factor given aa F • (1 ~ d)-~k 
d de \dj e coetticient; · ot variabili t7 (See 
next paragraph) 
k the binomial coetf'icient, auch u n • zk 
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If t~e number of data io small the Gl4. eho\Ud be &Ubsti-
tuted tor Xo1 and 1r it io below .30, the correcting_ tnctor (n / n - 1)~ 
is to be introduoed, ao that in the last .;aoe the estimator vill be: 
m' • (n I n -l)i • (1 - d)-!k • w 
( 6) Conclusiona 
The law or the large numbers is the only Juati!ication 
tor the AK. It is the eaaieot lf81' ot computing a grade, but other 
methode vill give better reaulta • . In tollowing cases it is indis-
pensable to uDe an estimator1 
low grade ores td. th high coefficient o-r variation 
eme.J.l: ~er of samples 
•ccording to the closer fitting ot the usq frequency . 
di&tl-ibut;on · to a lognormal or binomial type ot distribution Sichel' a 
or de WiJe estimator is t.o be pref'e."'Ted. 
I~: there is still a large discrepancy between estimated 
and actual average, phyDical biases should first be investigated. 
C. Parameters or variation 
(1) Probable error 
The probable error ia defined as tho . error li'hich we are 
SO% sure lfill not be exceeded by the error ot our estimate. It ie 
g1 ven by the relation 
P• e. • 0.6745 a 
where a ie the standard deviation of the sample mean. 
{2) Coet!icient ot variation 
The standard deviation is tho . ueual measure of variation. 
In order to compare it with the value ot the mean, it. can be trana-
formed in Peareon•e coetticient of variation Oyl 
Cy - - 8 I AM 
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(3) Coefficient or variability 
De ~lijs (48) proposoo a new meatrura of variation, defined 
as the mean suceessiva difference. By the thought, a deposit or aver-
age grade G 1a di ·ddcd in trro equal parts 1 of which one ldll have a · 
grade ~al to (l + d) • G, the other (1 - d) • G. After k divisions, 
there will. be 2k parts, a.L"''ld th3 grade ot any one of these parts ldll 
be of !'ollowing forma 
g = (1 + d)x • (l - .d)Y 
with, of course: x + y = k 
The interest or this parameter is evident tor samples taken 
in a line, as consecutive core sections ot a drill ~ole, bocause the 
order of appearance is respected and not affected by a gradient. 
D. Conclusion 
The e5timated avw.~ago grade or a deposit cr o.f n part thereof' 
. ehould allrayS b~ followod by 0. p&ratlOtor dcseribil"_g the !l.CCur&C)" of 
this estimate. The traditional clas~ification of ore reserves accord-
ing to their certainty is very subjective, ii applied during eJq>lora-
tion. Only the definition ot the measured reserves includes the pos-
sibility or deviatJ.on !rom the estimated raaerves: ''The computed 
tonnage and grada are supposed to be accurate vlthin limits, ••• arid 
no such limit ie auppoaed to be different trom the computed tonnage 
or grade by more than 20%." 
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In presenting a computation ot reservea, the traditional ~eseu , 
should be eubdi vided ·each time it eeems possible into uubdi viaiona 
characterized by a g1 von mean and standard deviation. Tho number o£ 
classes will. be more tlex1.ble, adaptable to each depooit, and DOrc 
descriptive. 
A. Introduction 
ChaptGr V . 
SAl-IPLING PATT~~ 
ra • • • to subdivide each o! t.he 
di.f't'icultiea under examination 
into aa .many parts as· poaaible 
and as might be necesa&'cy' tor 
its soll:ltion."-Descartes, 
Rene (Discourse on the Method, 
16.37) . 
The adoption of a given drilling pattern· is made under .the· 
assumption that it is possible to subdivide a deposit · into cells, 
inside ot which the dit.terent parameter can be conaidered constant. 
At the. begirining of an uploration campaign the .sue ot such a cell, 
as well as the existence ·of zones are more or lea a urilmown. The)" · will 
be approximat~ determined during the first stage ot the ·exploration, 
by examination o! the obtained data. If necessa27 these cells will be 
subdivided by new drillings. Thus one criterionot a good pattern is 
ita ability to be further subdivided. The di.fi'iculty arises only in 
terma o£ statistics, because. it should still· contor.m to the conditions 
given 1n Chapter II. 
Too .many holes mq have been planned a priori. It at a . given 
moment it .appears that no turth~r inf'ormation can be obtained b7 con-
tinued dril.ling, the campaign haa to be stopped, · and this requires a·. 
certain f'!exibili ty in the drilling pattern. 
A. third condition is imposed by the atatiotica, 1n order to 
obtain a random sampl:lnga no sample should have more chances to 
appear than another. 
B. Grid pattern or systematic pattern 
A grid pattern has long been used !or implantation of drill 
holes and this for practical, rather then theoretical reasons~ A 
nons,yatematie location necessitates complicated computations to 
determine the zone of influence of each hole and to· weight the 
e.nalytical results by the volume ot this zone. Different emphasis 
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ics given to each hole, according to ita location, wereas 'tultere is no 
reason to give more weight to one hole rather than to another. 
Indeed it ias illusory to assign to each hole -a zone .of' influence, 
since the varie.tion3 in grade between ·two holes . are ran~mly dis-
tributed, although trends can be observed (a so-called "shifting 
mean"). Therefore the average obtained that "--'1' cannot be expected 
to be really representative from a theoretical standpoint. In a grid 
ayetem thio inconsistency doea not appear~ :more. Let it be said 
here that the statistical approach considers each hole to have the 
seune repreaentativity, .becauee it io poosible, with a limited number 
o! sampleu to eliminate these variationa at a preset level ot confi-
dence. 
The volume to be explored ia divided in prisms of re~ 
bases a equilateral triangles, squares or hexagons. The ext.~ion to 
this field or Bravais' first law in cryutallography show they are the 
only three possible unit cella giving an infinite lattice ayote:m. 
(l) Classical utilization or the results 
Each c~ is attributed descripti vo parametero ( thicknefJa, 
grade, eta.) derived from the holes and supposed to be constant inside 
o! thic volume. Theoe parametera ere those of a unique hole located 
at the center, along the a.xia ot the cell, or obtained by combining 
the data of aeveral hole a located at the apices (See Figures 1 a."ld 2, 
p&ge· 34). 
(2) Statistical utilization or the results 
Instead of combining the results as preViously described, 
they can be submitted to statiatical analysis, \ddch will also give 
figures for the representative parameters. 
(.3) Discussion of the grid system 
The error, i.e. the deviation between true mean and esti-
mated mean is the smalle:.t for this type of sampling, as compared 
with random sampling. This property has not been demonstrated by 
theory 1 but has tound a practical af'firruation in fabrication control. 
The variance cannot be defined, eo that no eotimate of the con!idence 
levol can be made, and one or the main advantages or tho statistical 
approach, the knowledge of the accuracy of the resulte, is lost • . 
Nevertheless a great economical advantage reaulta· rrom this pattern 
oince t..lte random sampling requires more samples in order to ascertain 
the same error. 
A systematic pattern can induce systematic errors. Duval 
(26) gives several examples. 
a. Deposit presenting equidistant parallel runs. Bad 
luck or the desire to ilaplant one ot the rows of holea along & struc-
tural direction can introduce an important error. However a second 
condition must be tuli'illed in order to produco this ..errors the 
a pacing or the holf;G hw; to bo the sa&e, or approxiJuately 1 as the 
intorval of the rune. 
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A vertical aecti~~. normal to the tiirection or the runo 
illustrates this p-ossibility (See Figure 3, page 34) •. If. the holes 
are repnsent~d ·by- ·the · pointa Al, · A2 , A3, etc. the ·calcUlated: grade 
will be t.oo high. At the opposite eJr..-treme, should they be repre-
sented by .t . l1e points BJ.1 ~* B3t et~. it .. will ·be t~o low. A· small 
displacement of the grid lt..~ulrd give a.'l iinportant. variation in ~e 
grade. 
Alluvial deposita sometimes can present this periodicity, 
and as a general rule the ilrq>lantation ot prospect pits in placers 
sh.ould alwa;ra be mada at random, Numerous othElr t:·oasibilltias cun be 
:imag:i ned; regularly folded structures ldth folds of small amplitude, 
and "en aocalier" fauJ.t structures with regularly spaced taults, can 
pr~aont a periodical variation of their properties. 
~· Deposit preeenting a linear gradient. l''igure 4, paga 3-6 • 
represents the ~-iation in grade along a vertical section as a 
function ot the distance. If the imp] antation or the holes corres-
ponds to tho holea l to 10. tho I'J·I will give en exact estimate ot 
t.t'le averaga grade, but not. if the row i!! alig.':ttly' displ&i:ed to the 
le..tt or to the right. Tho :higher the gr~ent., the higher the error. 
(This is not to bs takQl as criticien of the AH, as no other method 
of estimation ·could give a better approximation, as long aa a grid 
patter.n~ is used.) 
c. Irregularly distributed. rich spota. Small rich spots can 
be epread over & large surface o£ low grade material (See ~gure · 5, 
page 36), as 1n mantoa type deposits. An untortunate implantation, 
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Figure 5 - Rich $pot$, irregul~ ly 
distributed in lo\'t grade material. 













low or high results. The ratio d/D gives an id(;J& of the accuracy of 
. the pattern~ with the ideal value being 1 (Aa an approxtmation ,D 
represents the aver8c:.,ue· diameter o£ the rich spots). Unfortunately 
this · relationeh.ip is not known before the exploration. 
· Errors of type a and b, which reqw.re rather exceptional 
conditions are fortunately not likely to occur. The type c error is 
more frequent, and a definite answer can only be obtained by mine 
workings. 
A last disadvantage o! the grid system ia ita incomplete 
agreement vi th the requirements ot random sampling' o1lly the · ti~st 
hole location ia random, th~ following are determined by th.is .first. 
anti are not random any ~re.- · 
(4) Compari5on of ~'1o bues . 
ll given numbf;r or holes can be arranged in three ways. 
Hm."e is an d.tte.mpt to find an tLdvantage to anyone of these three 
potiaiblliti~a.. Consider-.l.ng a portion ot a pJ.an, divided. successive~ 
in the threa grids with al~a the same number o! holes, the three 
unit cells can be compared& 
Parameter 
Surface ••••••••••••••• 
Dlstanco apex to center 













The comparison ot the three cella shows that in the 
triangular cell errr point ia oloaer to the center than in the two 
others, thue giving a better coverage ot the u-ea to be explored·. 
This advantage is outweighed by the £act t.ha.t. there are three criti-
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cal directions instead of ·the two present in th' square, · t.hus increas-
ing by SO% the risks of f'ollo\dng a periodicity as described previo~. 
c. Random 8@1Pling 
The implantation of the bore holes ia made at random. The 
rendomneae is obtained · by t-wo possible means a 
a. In draw.Lng lots gi v1ng the coordinates of the holes, 
tho abscissae and· the ordinates being dr~wn -eeparately'. A lot. has to 
be ._replaced after drawing in order to not Alter th~ probabilities ot 
appearance. 
b. In using : tables ot r.,udom figures, such as given in (8) 
by A • . Hald, the tables ~e opened at random to a page and line, .and· 
the · series or consecutive numbers · is taken until the required number 
is reeohed~ 
ln order to stop the drilling program it necessa1"3', the 
drilling should be done according to the order ot ~ppearance or the 
coordinates and not to position 1n the ~lored area. 
(l) Classical utilisation ot the results 
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The procedures .,re classified in two main groups, according 
to their division ot the s.rea in triangles or polygons. 
a. PoJ.7gon methods. -nte deposit ia divided into a certain 
number ot cella of which each one eontains a bole at ita center. · The 
parameter given by averaging. the results or these holes are extended to 
the prism. 
In the most common method the boundaries of each cell are 
given by the bisectors passing between tw neighboring holes (See 
.Figure 6, page 39) • 
In the Southeaetern Missouri method the area is first 






Figure 6 - !)olygonal c~ll, Coft..:"'lOn method. 
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is the location of the hole whose zone of intluence we intend to deter-
llline, linea are drawn !rom apices A and B to the eenters of the oppo-
site sides, and the boundaries are obtained as shown on Figura 7• The 
so obtained area is closer to a circle, ·and may be more representative, 
but there are twice as many sides, complicating the computations, and 
maJ:d.ng graphical ~rors more likely. This method has been described 
by Poston (54). 
b. Triangle methods. The deposit is divided into 
triangular cells, each hole being located at an apex (See Figure 81 
page 4l). I.f the dii'ferelWe ill lengths between the three sides is 
important a weighted mean is usually established. Di.f'i'erent formulae 
has been proposed, of which follow aame examples. 
One method involves weighting ot each hole by the distance 
from this hole to the center of the cell. Let 
Then 
da,1 db, de be the distance from 
apex A, B, c, to the center 
gfV ~~ ~ be the grades in A, B1 C 
gl the estimated grade ot the cell 
da • ~ + db • gb + de • 8c gl a 
da+db+dc 
A second method weights the Al~ ot aes13s of each pair of 
holes by the length of the aide connecting these holea. Let 
a, b, c be the sides or triangle 
ABC, opposite to apices A, B, C 
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.:~c corcii!1e to Tcr:1?Crley1 ~ ncthod . 
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Then 
g2 a a(&, + 8Q) + b(ga + Sc) + c( 8a + _m,) 
2(a+b+c) 
A third method weights the asaq of each hole by the angle 
ot the adjacent sides. Let 
Then 
A, B, C be the &."lgles or the adjacent 
sides ot the triangle 
g3 the estimated grade of the cell 
g3 ~ "J./180 ( ga • A + &> • B + 8c • C) 
A fourth method weights the aasq of each hole by the 
partial area of the quadrangle limited by bisectors (See Figure 91 
page 41). 
Actually this is the usual polygon method with a different 
grouping of the data, but as they are additive the fin&l result is the 
same. To avoid complicated measurements of areu a table has been set 
up b7 Temperley (57). In this table the weighting factor is expressed 
in percent, based upon the size ot the angles of the triangle. For 
determining the factor belonging to one of the holes, wa place on the 
horizontal axis the largest of the two other angles and follow this 
value vertic~ until the intersection with the curve corresponding 
to the other anglt). We read then the factor in tollowing horizontally 
to the left. 
Comparison ot those four methods. The triangle ot Figure 
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sho\'1 the importance of hole grouping. 
Characteristics Hole A Hole B Hol.e C 
Grade .. ·-· ................. 10 l2 l3 
Distance fr()m apex to center 3.1 4.7 3.8 
Length ot the side opposite 
to that hole ••••••••••••• 8 5 7 
Angle of the tw adjacent 
81° 39° aides at hole •••••••••••• 600 
Temperleyt a coei'!icie.nt • •• .• 0.43 0.27 0 • .30 











The AM o! the three aasaye ia 11.67. Method8 I and n give 
results above the AM and ahould therefore be discarded. Methods III 
and IV g:4ve very clone results, however the weighting by the angle of 
the adjacent sideEJ is much simpler than the reading of Temperleyt a 
ooeffieienta in a table. For this reason on.:cy-, we prater Method In. 
The deviations !rom the AM are not important in a cell, 
therefore it seems very ~estionable to undergo all these tedious 
calculations, since the weighting of the holes in itselt introduces 
already" some biaaea. If a large number or holes are present, the 
straight AM, comput.ed for the total volume, will give certa1nl)r as 
good results as any- of previous correction methods it the spacing is 
rea80nably uni.torm. It the upacing is irregular, the attribution to 
some of the holes of much larger zones of influence io arbitrary. 
c. Discussion ot the random implantation used with clasoi-
cal computation method:J. As long as theae are used, there ia not much 
('.Clvantage to the random sampling. 
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The computations are long and tedious, even it no correc-
tions are applied. The computation (~beets are large and di£ficult to 
handle. 
The graphical errors committed in the detennination or the 
areas mQ" be as .large as several percent. 
The results are not alwars uni~e; there are two ways of 
combining tour holes located at the apices ot a quadrangle. 
Examplei Let us take the quadrangle of Figure 111 page 43, 
and assume .following gradest 
Hole As 6.0 
Bt 7.5 
Hole C# 8.5 
Ds 10.0 
The four triangles will have following surface and grades 
(grades computed in weighting the assa.ya o! each hole b;r the angle or 
















Combining the triangle a two by two, and weighting b7 their 
area · we lind following grades for ABC I 
ABC . and BCD combined togethera . 10.36 
ABD and ACD •••••••••••••••••' 8.21 
Tho average grade of AOOD can also .be obtained b7 combi n1 ng 
the ' grades ot the 'holes weighted by· the angles or the two adjacent 
sides 1 the estimated grade is tJlen 8. 97. The Al! o! the four . grades 
is 8.00. 
The following rules can be set up for the eubdi vision in 
triangular cells; if' several possibilities are present. use the one 
45 
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giving triangles of same . or nearly same surface, and place the dividing 
line parallel to the direction ot highest gradient. 
d • . Concluaion. There is no clear choice between th9 poly-
gonal and the triangular methods. . The ·first introduces a higher gra-
phical error, but the computations $l'e very easy • The second g1 ves a 
better accuracy in the deter.mination o£ the area of influence, but the 
computations are more complicated • . 
Among the po~gonal methods, the one determining the area or 
in!luence by the bisectors or two neighboring holes is definitely to be 
pre:f"erred. 
Among the triangular methods, the most advantageous is the 
one weighting the grade of a hole by the angle of the two adjacent 
sides. However a straight AM ahoul.d give sufficiently accurate results. 
Some attention ie to be paid to the manner ot subdividing the deposit 
iri triangles. 
(2) Statistical utilization of the results 
The random sampling a.llows the computation of a significant 
variance. However the error is larger than in a systematic pattern. 
Srstematic errors 1 as described in heading B(3) of this chapter • are 
avoided here. 
D. Stratified random sampl:ing 
A deposit can also bo explored bymeane of what statisticians 
call A random strati!ied sampling pattern (24, 25). Instead ot con-
sidering the entire deposit as one unit, it can be· subdivided into 
zone a • called strat,es • each ot which can be ·explored independently. 
Inside ot ·such a strata the 1 mp] antation will be made at randOm, in 
the same manner as described in preceding paragraph. 
(l) Stratification procedure. The · etratif'ication can be 
real.+zed following two different procedures& 
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a. Uniform and homogeneous deposit. A unif'orm deposit is 
divided arbitrarily into cells or equal dimensions, each having the 
same number or holes distributed at random. In proceeding that way, 
the distribution ot the holes over the deposit will be bettor balanced, 
no large area risks being without holes (See Figure 12, page 48). 
A particular solution ot this type would be to divide the 
depoai t into small and regular cells, to each one of which one unique 
hole would be assi~ed at a. random location. 
b. Irregular deposit. An irregular deposit is divided into 
zones ot same petrographic and mineralogic nature. The number of holes 
may be proportional to the area of the cell or to the standard devia-
tion o! the raaults in that cell, so giving the "optimum allowance." 
The optimum allowance has the advantage o£ decreasing con-
siderably the variance ot tho error. In prel.iminary phaae the number 
ot holes will be proportional to the surtace of the cell, than accord-
ing to these .riret reeults, the number of holes ia ~ended until it 
is proportional to the variance. A second adjustment may be necessary 
if the standard deVl.at.l.on has changed or a significant amount. 
(2) Utilization of the results. A classical approach can be 
used, which will be the same ae described in the paragraph on random 
sampling. 
. It the stratification in cells or strata of equal size is 
used, V3 are in the case ot "subsampling 'with subsamples oi equal 
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results are combined together in order to determine the pare.meters for 
the deposit. 
It the etratification has been made with respect to natural 
conditions, each zone 'Will be studied separately', no general figures 
tor the entire deposit will be computed. 
(3) Discussion 
The stratified random sampling has several advantages over 
the random sampling. The holes are better distributed over the ex-
plored area. Parts of the deposit~ which seem more important or par-
ticularly difficult to explore are paid more attention. The error 
variance is smaller than in the riJ.lldom sampl i ng, especial.ly i.t" the 
"optinmm allowance" is applied. Therefore the main disadvantage of 
the r_armom sampling, w1 th regard to the systematic sampling dis-
appears in the 3tratitied random pattern. 
E~ Sectional pattern 
It there are good reasons to suppose that an elongated struc-
ture is present (e.g., a sedimfultary folded structure) a sectional 
pattern can be used at least during the first stages o! exploration 
(See Figure 13, page 49). 
The holeo are put down, at equal intervals, along a line per-
pendicular to-the strike or the structure. The next row will be at a 
distance much larger than that interval. We assume hereby that the 
variation along a cross section is faster than along a length section. 
This pattern has been quoted for completeness, but cannot, 
strictly speaking, be interpreted statiaticaJ.l¥. Nevertheless the 
higher density or implantation along the direction or higher variation 
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should give the preference of this pattern over the three previously 
described. patterns in an elongated structure. The possiblli ty of 
transforming the aectiona:L pattern into a systematic pattern or a 
stratified random pattern ("with amall cells, having each one hole) 
should remain open (See Figures l4 and 151 ~age 51). 
The computations will be made according to the so-called sec-
tion method, as described by Wolf'£ (58). 
· F. Conclusions 
The type or drilling pattern depends upon the method of compu-
tation to be adopted. The systematic pattern is to be preferred tor 
. . 
its simplicity it a classical method ot computation is used; for in-
.stance, where statistical methods cannot bo applied, such as in flat-
lying deposits Where a bigh correlation between neighboring samples 
does not allow a random sampling. 
Should a statistical method be used, the random sampling is 
detinitely' to be preferred, though the deviation or the grade estimate 
from the true grade is greater. . But the results are more representa-
tive, and.' a variance can be computed. To ascertain a better accuracy~ 
a stratiticati9n can be made, and this is advisable in all cases. 
A special mention is to be made for elongated bodies 1 where at 
least during the first stages~ a sectional pattern can be expected to 
give more intormation than a tw-dimenaional pattern, with the same 
number or holes. 
5i 
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Chapter VI 
SAMPLE SIZE 
n • • • accuracy is restricted 
to practicability~" - Baxter 
and Parks (50) page 77. 
In the preceding chapter, eawplo location has been discussed. 
It _is obvious that there io a large range possible in the weight or 
samples, tD4irlly 1! they are taken· by churn drilling, rather than by 
core drilling. For a standard eore length of 5 teet, • rock ot den-
sity 2.75 will give the following weights: 
EX core drill (7/811 )t 
Churn drill or lO": 
1.62 kg. 
212 kg. 
It can be considered that the lower limit of sample weight is 
determined by the expected repreaentativity, the upper limit by econ-
omical reasons only. 
Is it poaeible to give a rule or a for.mulae,which could be 
applied to any deposit, to give the optimum sample size, without 
using a long trial and error method? Unfortunately, so far the 
answer is no. 
The approach to this problem has been made by two different 
ways 1 It is possible to determine experimentally the threshold above 
which the sample is aut!iciently representative. Theoretical sampling 
formula are gi van, in . order to establish the relation between weight 
and other £actors. But if good formula have been worked out· tor broken 
ore, there are some difficulties in setting up a rule for the s~g 
of massive deposits. Let it be noticed that there is no problem for 
~acera. 
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A. Experimental determination o! sample size 
A deposit should be sampled in taking samples or_ constant volume 
(See . Chapter II, . heading on similarity). ·It is this standard volume, 
which . we will try to_ determine. Should it be too amall, the obt,aitled 
grade will not be represen~tive, o~ the other hand too large sample_s 
are not economical • . The homogeneity has an obvious influence on· the 
ndnjmum weight; this chare.cteristic can be represented, tor instance, 
by the s~dard deviation ot the assqe • . 
In order to determine the m:Jnimum sample size, we have to go 
back to Chapte~ II, where the following relationship was establisheda 
Vn • s~ = constant 
Thio constant may. be lmown by previous experience, or will be 
determined by the f'irat holes, provided that statistical method~ can 
be applied to the deposit in question. The minimum volume is then easy 
to deduce. 
B. Sampling formula 
In mines the Sll!lpling procedures (the size,, tor instance) are . 
usuaJ.l.1' fairly standardised tor each operation. For examples, see 
Baxter and Parks (50), Chapter 6. But in. each case it take.s . a long 
time to wrk out the procedure through .a trial-and-error method. . The 
determina.tion . ot the minimum .volume b;y the preceding method ia much 
taster and probably more_ ~ccurate. 
Assuming that a sample has been taken, it will be crushed .- and 
ground. What amount ot sample will be required in order to give· rep;-e-
eentative results? NUmerous attempts have been made to give relation 
between s~ple weight and varioue other quantities, as particle sise. 
Two or these tormulaeshall be discussed. 
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(l) Shcherbov. In an article {31) published in 1956, Shcherbov 
· indicates a relation b~tween weight of sample and tho size ot .· con-
stituent particles. According to him this relation is currently used 
in the. U.s.s.R. tor .sampling purposes. 
Where · 
. . 2 
Q = K • d 
Qa mini mum allowable weight · ot 
sample in kg. 
d: max1mum diameter or particles in nm. 
Kt coe!ticient. depending upon ~lte deposit 
This formula is too rough, ihe coefficient K does not take in 
consideration as many £actors u the following formula, by P. Gy. 
(2) Gy. In t"tro articles (29 and 30), Gy demonstrates following 
relation giving the minimum. weight ot _samplet 
Where 
pt = c ·• d3 / sf 
pt 1 weight ot sample 
d · 1 dimenBion ot the mesh retaining 
S% to 10% ot the sample 
C 1 constant characterietic o! the deposit. 
sf 1 variance ot the sampling error 
e1 is the standard deviation of the error committed 1n cutting the 
sample. It is . nat related to the error coiiiilitted during sampling, 
whose standard deviation was called a. The variance o! the combined 
error s2 ia g1 ven by 
Constant C is itself a produat of four parameterss 
Where these letters represent .follold~ paramete~s: 
t : grain shape {varies .from 0 tor lamellae to 10 for needles) 
g : grain size (the higher, the smaller the range of si!Ues) 
1 : liberation (for homogeneou~ ore it is very small) 
m : mineralogical composition 
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A set ot 50 tables were !irat set up in order to simplify the 
computs.tiona. A nomogram has been published since, giving the results 
ld.thout computations (See Figure 16, page 56). In this nomogram, · t ~.,_d 
g are supposed cona~~t, 1 ia determined by tables, so that C ia obtained 
by conlbining l $lld m. 
c. Conclusions 
The volwne of tho core length can only be determined by the re-
lation Yn . • ·· s~ = constant. This relation is usua.lly determined tor the 
main commodity. lie aa,,r that di!f'erent metals occurring in the same de-
posit could have different behaviors. \ITo saw also that the coe!ficient 
of variation lrl."l\.8 higher tor the metal with the lo"trer grade. Care he.s 
to be given here it the minor constituent is important tor penal ties or 
bonuses. In such a case it is the higher volume which is to be taken. 
Only an aliquot portion of the asmple will be analyzed; the 
weight of thia portion is easil.y determined wit..l) Gyt s nomogra:me 
POIDS 
P' 
Figure 16 - Sampling Nomogram 





OU'rLINE FOR THE VALUATION 0~"' RESERVES 
A. Introduction 
As it appears in the preceding study, no attention \tdlataoever 
wu given to the density of im~tation. This idea mq be sul-prising, 
but in fact the number of drill i ngs depends only upon1 
- expected accuracy 
- mean value of grade 
- variance, or stand4rd deviation of assa;rs 
In relation with the accuracy it can be noticed that a level ot 
confidence of 80.% to 90%; i.e., a. gu,ess which will be correct 8 or 9 
times out of 10~ is au!.ficient, since the possible errors (due to chemi-
cal anal.yrde, core losses, etc.) would make a higher accuracy illusory. 
In no case should it be attempted to exceed a level o! confidence or 
95%. 
B. PJ.arndM 
(1) Number of holes 
The norm.al distribution is the moot favorable case, i.e. the 
type of distribution requiring the fewest samples for a given accuracy, 
mean and standard deviation. It we base our determination on the 
aeeumption Qf a normal distribution, '\re will obtain the minimum nu.mbex-
o! samples to be taken. 
The computation is conducted as followst 
Let m be the AM of the assays 
n t number o£ samples 
·e s ·permissible percent error on the determination 
o£ the true average 
· s2: standard deviation of the sample mean 
a : standard deviation of · the population 
Then i'ollolt...ng · relation can be . mttens 
sa. • ···s 
vn 
e • :m = permissible deviation of the siJ.[lpl.e mean 
Consider the inequation: . 
which can be w.ritten: 
(e • m)2n <: t 2 
- s 
since the distribution is assumed symmetrical. The tables give the 
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level or confidence for each value of t, and vice versa. For example: 
n = 36 
m=6 
E) D o.os = S% 
s-=2 
t = 0.9 
The table of t values indicatee a 63% level of confidence for an aver-
age grade ~ between s.7 and 6.3. By the same W83' there is a 9.3% 
level o£ confidence for the interval 5.4 to 6.6 • 
. In planning an exploration we can take m lind s trom neighboring 
deposits, !rom deposits of same type cr merely make a guess. Tae num-
ber of holes can be written as 
na(:::) 2 
U this number should tall below 30, two possibilities exists 
either take · arbitrarily a number of holes equal to .30, or use the 
so-called 11student-t" distribution to compute the necessary number. 
This distribution applies to a ~ number of samples, but trends 
toward the normal distribution very fast if that nu:niber is abova ,30. 
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In its general $apect the formula will be the same, excep·t; that· 
(n - l) is substituted to n, in order to introduce a larger margin of 
security-. Tables .give also . t as function of the level of confidence 
and or the number of samples• The beat approach 1iill thore!ore be to 
write following relation: 
e = t • s 
m • n 
and try successive values !or n until a satisfactor.y valuo for e ia 
i'~und. The computation has been made tor a certain number of cases, 
see Table I. 
(2} Location of the drill .holes 
We assume that we know enough ot the geology . ot the deposit 
in order to decide whether statistical approach can be used or .not. 
It it ~an be used, we shall decide upon a random sampling pattern. 
The approx:Lmate boundaries ot an ora body are determin~d 
in the . most cases by a preliminary' geophy-sical work, so that tho holes 
are not implanted blindly. 
If lots are used, for example, balls with marked digits, the 
digita of one coordinate are dra'flXl succeaGivel.T~ until the unit. To 
detem.ine th'3 ordinate along AB, the firs~ draw, giving the hundreds, 
'Will be made from an urn containing four balls, marked from 0 to .3, 
the following t 110 digits ld.ll be drawn each from a set ot lO balls. For 
the abscissa along AC, the first draw 'Will be made from 8 balls, marked 
!rom 0 to 7, and so forth. See Figure l7, .page 62, l<lhere th":l order of 
TABLE 1 
NUlmER OF HOLES AS FUNC'fiON OF AM AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
AM 
~tend. 
D$v! l .2 s 10 20 JO ~ 50 60 




·68 18 .. 
- -
2 1760 271 44 
- -271 68 14 
- -
s 1691 271 6S 
- -
.. 423 68 18 
- -
7 .. 5 
-
6o9 152 38 
-152 38 12 
-
10 1760 271 6S 30 
-271 68 18 12 
-
15 609 152 68 :38 25 
152 .38 18 l2 9 .... 
20 1760 271 119 68 44 30 
271 68 30 lS 1;3 10 
25 
-
422 187 106 68 46 
-
106 47 27 18 14 
clravd."'lg the abscissa or hole Xl is .3 - 5 - 1 and t..~e ordinata ~ - 6 -
3. 
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If a table ·ot random ligures is used, tha coordinates o! 
the holes to be drilled will be plotted in the square, until there is 
a autficient number of plots inside ot the contour. The holes outside 
of the contour line l'r.i.ll not be drilled. In Figure 18, pago 62, the 
holes Y1 a.."ld Y3 will be drilled, whereas plot Y2 will not be drilled, 
because located outside of tho contour. 
(.3) EY.ecution 
a. During the drilling. Once the J.a3out is determined, 
the operations can begin. It is advisable, as already mentioned, to 
follow the order of appearance o! the location. 
Uppn compJ.ction ot a hole, the results will be analyzed in . 
order to determine if the deposit can be zoned around this hole, and 
to check if the B.fiSQY deviations are significant. 
A continuous plot of standard deviation, as well as or 
aa.ople moan should be made in order to check if both are tending 
touard a llmi t td. th an increasing number or samples (The plot needs 
to be ttade only. at the appearance o:f each fifth or tenth assay). If 
they are not, the reason has to be discovered probably there is a 
superposition of several. popula·t;ions. At the completion of the drill-
ings a frequency diagram. will be plotted, 'Wilich will show i.t ditterent 
populationa can ba assumod or not. It l.rill alao shov the tj'pe of dis-
tribution &1d determine whiCh estimator has to be chosen to express the 
average grade. 
c. ·Adjustments 
The results of the campaign can show that our assumptions on 
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Figure 17·- Location of bore holes 
by dra.vrl.n e 1 ot ~-) • 
Figure 18 · - .Location of bor·~ : iOl '3: 
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mean and stand.&u:-d devi tion were wrong, and that th~ detennined number 
o! samples was too low. In that cue the corrected number will be de-
termined and the missing dri J 1 1 ngs completed. A second adJustment may 
still be necees~, but ia lesa likely. 
A sonation ma;y appear in the deposit, and then one or several 
zone only, not the entire depo it, may require an addi tiona! number ot 
hole ~ Here the method cf "optintum allowance" ca."! be used·. 
On commodity can be det.emined wit-h enough accuraCT, where s 
another wuld requir a high r number ot samples. The decision has 
then to be taken on economical b•ia. 
D. Dete~nation of srade !J;ld toJ!!1!$e 
Aceording to the type of distribution the grade ld.lJ.. be com-
puted by different wqsa 
- lognormal distribution: Sichel's estimator 
- binanial distributiona de Wij a estimator 
- normal distributions »A or Sichel t e eeUmator, since the 
latter has smaller variance.. .On the basis or the present experi-
ence, these are ·the only three types of distribution we mq expect. 
If different ~ones are pres-ent, the gradee have to be computed 
separately for each. The knowledge of t,he average grade ot the deposit 
ia not useful in that.. c e. 
The volume or a deposit or or a sone will be computed by a 
oles ical method. 
Chapter VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The basic requirements of a statistical approach are·s 
- sufficiently large number or samples 
- similarity of samples 
- randomness in sampling and distribution 
If these requirements cannot be satiafied it is more advisable to use 
traditional methods or publications. 
The following conclusions have been draw.nl 
1. The main advantage of statisticaJ. methods is to permit 
closer estimates of the average grade, and to back the result8 by 
their levels ot confidence. 
2. In tw cases at least classical methods should be pre-
!erred. 
- Bedded deposits with high correlation between neighboring 
holes. Randomness ot distribution is not obtained, and a systematic 
pattern is to be preferred. 
-Elongated depositso A sectional pattern will yield more in-
formation. 
3. Care ha.a to be given to zonation any time this is possible. 
4. In order to obtain the most beneficial application or sta-
tistical methods to the computation of representative parameters ot 
a deposit the following steps must be takeni 
a. Planning tho exploration 
(1) Determination ot the number of holes 
the -necessary datal average grade and its consistenc,y are provided 
by a neighboring deJ)osit' of same type, or by a previous campaign; or 
they can be assumed. 
(2) · Deterl!ti:na.tion of the loca.·tion o! holes 
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Th$ coordinates will be determined by dratdng lots or using tables or 
random f'i_gures. -The order of drilling the holes should be the same as 
the order o£ obtaining the coordinates in order to stop the campaign 
at · a..w time. An exception can· be ma4e for holes which are likely to 
!all outside of the deposit, ·'Which should be drilled only if it ie 
not reasonabl.7 certain that .. they will be blank. 
be Adjustments 
(l) Number or holes 
Certain holes drilled during the first step will be blank. They will 
be useful to delimit the de~sit, but are useless in the computations. 
The exeeution of the firs·t holes may shol'r that the a.vera.ge grade is 
smaller, or the stande.rd deViation Urger than expected. This will 
require more samples. It the deposit extends beyond the arbitrary 
limits, if a de.f'inite zonation appears, or it the application of the 
"maximum allowance11 is described more drillings must be performed. 
(2) Location of the additional holes. Position ~ be 
determined as before. 
(J) A.second adjustment it necessar,r. 
5. The arithmetic mean is advisable for the estimation of 
the average it the a~ples are numerous and it the results have to · 
be obtained quickly. Hc¥-:ever the usage ot an ·estimator is recommended. 
6. l:t is partieularly ititportant to · recall that the number or 
holes is not direct~ dependent upon ths size of the deposit, but 
rather upon its characteristics. 
7 •. The main · disadvantage or statistical methods io the rigidity 
of the sampling pattern with respect to the conditions or relief for 
the implantation or holes. 
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.APPENDIX A 
· GLOSSARY 
Coefficient of correlations indicates the closeness or the relation 
between two variables, e.·g. grades of two metals in the same 
deposit. For a given number ot data and a certain level ot 
confidence, it · is significant only above a certain value, 
given in tables. 
Deviationl difference between an e;xperimentsl ~alue and the expected 
value. 
Discretea a data. which can take only ... limited number ot values, e.g. 
only integers. 
Distributions 
n~rmal distribution: symmetric; distribution around a central 
value, famous for ita bell-shaped curve. It is followed by 
numerous seta of data. 
binomial distribution: discrete distribution ·denoting the 
probability that an event Ki.1l take place x times it n obser-
vations are made. 
lognormal distributions similar to the normal distribution. 
However the logs of the values, . not the values themselves are 
nonnall,- . distributed. 
Estimator: a quantity Which ~ be difficult to compute in using its 
definition, can be computed by approximation; the latter figure 
will be the estimator. 
Fabrication control: control of quality and its constancy, in mass 
production. 
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Frequency curves plot of the percer.t frequency or a . data vs. value 
or that da.ta. A cwrruJ.ati ve .treguency curve ie the plot of the 
percent frequencies o£ all the values below (negative .frequency 
curve) or above (positive .frequency curve) a given value o! tha 
data •. vs. that data. 
Level of confidence: Percent of successes which a method ~~ expect 
on a long run. 
~~ sum ot the values ot a oet ·or data, divided by their number. 
l..fedian: parameter such that the same numbers of data lq abovo a.s 
below. 
~s value ldth the highest frequency ot occurrence. 
PoEulation: the largest set or possible data !rom which ·a. sample is 
taken• 
Rangea dit!erence between the highest and the lowest· value of a set 
o~ data. 
Regression analysis: study of the interdependence ot ttro quantities, e 
Stratification*: subdivision of a population in 11strates" 1 ot which 
each . w.Ul be handled aa an j.ndependent population. 
Universe: see population. 
Variance: a.~e ot the standard deviation. 
\'Ieight: factor by ldrl.ch a value ia multiplied, in order to have a 
balanced representation o! all data • . 
* Standard devia.tiona square root ot the mean squared deviation. 
APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE OF VALUA'IlON: ADAM ZONE OF THE 
SUFFIELD MINE, SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC 
A. Introduction 
The assay .data uoed in this paragraph are condensed in Table 2. 
They have been found in 4 progress report · ot the Ascot. M~a 
Corporation (now Quebec .Ascot ~!etala Corporation) in date o! March 15, 
1951. The ~ored deposit is located near Sherbrooket in the southern-
most part of the Province of' Quebec, Canada. At present time it is not 
operated. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to find a geologic des-
cription of the Suffield Mine. Holiever, according to plate I the de-
posit is flat-lying on an east dipping slope, and imbedded in sedimen-
tary rocks with a NS axis. Therefore it can be admitted that it 
belongs to the Misaissippi Valley type. The northern half' only, is 
surrounded by blank holes, so that a vol.ume estimation, -which would be 
more than a mere guess is not possible. 
B. Utilization of th~ results 
(1) Grade e$timate 
Various figures have been computed tor each commodi tya AM, 
GM, Sichel' a estimator. The · standard deviation and the coefficient or 
variation (ratio or standard deviation to AM) are eleo gi. ven. This in-
for-mation is condensed in Table .3. 
The variations in assqa between the di.f'f'erent holes -are 
high, thus the use or Sichel's estimator ie advisable. 
TABLE 2 
ASSAY REZULTS AND THIO!OOSS 
Hole Thickness, Zn Pb Cu Ag Au 
No. 1eet percent . P!rcent percent 'oz./ton oz./ton 
s l4 6.25 1.62 0.40 2.92 
22 13 .• 3 4.45 1.03 Oo87 3~11 o.ou 
26 ll.? 5o04 o.so 0.42 0.73 0.010 
23 27 9e27 o.cn 2.22 3.89 0.005 
20 33.'2 5.21 0.59 4.22 8.14 0.033 
l 25 17.42 0.46 3.40 . 7.08 o.o62 
18 25o5 18~87 o.ss 4o32 8.70 0.010 
29 17.1 7 •. 60 0.27 2.08 4.46 o.06o 
61 16 4.44 0.24 0.45 . 1.6S 0.040 
57 10.5 4.56 Oo49 0.43 4.02 0.025 
60 10.5 10.26 1 • .30 2.62 5·.76 o.o.31 
63 7.5 7o3l 0.20 2.53 . 2.38 0.01.3 
67 16.5 6~16 o.s9 o.69 o.69 0.004 
.38 .58 2.29 0.20 0.22 
32 23 .. 5 2~.30 o.o6 0.35 0.04 
33 lJ 9~10 0.98 o.so 1.76 
35 58 2.29 0.24 0.28 0.05 
86 8 3 .. 54 o.o6 o.ss 1.39 0.00.3 
as 7 11.49 3.76 0.57 3.30 0.005 
41 lO 3.49 o.67 o.os 1.26 0.004 
42 6; 3.56 0.46 0.54 o.s6 
45 21 2.91 o.u 1.05 o.1o 0.007 
44 76.5 .3.02 o.28 0.57 Oo63 
51 15 3.19 0.54 0 • .34 lo24 0.010 
90 4·5 10.45 3.02 1.82 3.19 0.010 
58 10.5 lle49 3.76 0.57 3.30 0.031 
65 12.5 .5.2.3 0.92 0.60 2.72 0.010 
72 9.0 3.04 0.09 0 • .35 o.37 
70 11.;. 5.10 0.6.3 o.6o 2.57 o.ou 
so 15 So56 1.68 1.98 6.69 0.010 
79 4 9.54 1.20 1.99 5.74 0.030 
81 14 10.9.3 1.05 2~03 3.01 0.007 
82 20.5 5.27 0.95 0.64 1.56 0.01.5 
85 14 4.03 0.77 o.66 1.25 0.006 
93 21 14.98 l.ll 1.54 ,3.04 0.024 
91 4 4.36 o.os o.61 3.ll 0.030 
tre~ent association). We suggest therefore a microscopic investiga-
tion, followed by experimental work in a pilot concentration plant in 
order to ·determina the conditions or· separation of these commodities. 
Since copper and 5il ver show a hi g.~ correlation wl th zinc it is normal 
that their correlation ·td. th each other is high; its nega.ti ve sign 
could be eJq>lained as occurrence of both metals in one nlineral, a.a 
reciprocal substitu~ton. 
Lead 3hows a lower 1 though significant coefficient of cor-
relation with zinc than do copper and silver. Correspondingly the 







COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION 







Levels or ~gnifioance of the coet.f"icient of correlation in this set 
of samples with a confidence limit ot 
95% r • 0 • .331 
99% r a 0.436 
The figures satisfYing the ·95% level of confidence have been under-







! (3) Distribution G£ assays 
Sturgets rule indicates that the optimum number of inter-
vals is 7. (N the optimum number of intervals . is ·gi. ven by 
N = 1 + 3·3 log n 
n being the nwnber of samples.) The number of intervals in the dif-
.f'erent distribution tables has been kept as close &a possible to this 
figure. 
Sinae the number of s~ples is relatively small a good fit 
1d th a theoretical curve cannot be expected. However all the curves 
are plurimodal. Two modes are well marked ror each metal, a third 
one is less definite. 
Tables 5 to 8 ahow the distribution for each element, Table 
9 recap:t tulates the modes of each metal. 
The loge.ri thmic . distributions or lead and copper have a. 
unique peak, that of lead is almost symmetric. 
o. Adjustments 
(1) Is the number ot holes adequate? 
Table 10 indicates the partial AM and standard deviation 
computed upon completion or each fifth hole. Tl;le standard deviation 
of einc assays is the only ~antity that reached an asymptote: an 
In the hypothesis of a normal . distribution, the minimum 
number or · holes would be indic·ated by the methods given on page -59. 
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TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION . OF ZINC ASSAYS 
(l) Arithmetical dif.Jtrib'\ltion: total range 

























4 .. 5 
5 .. 6 
6- 7 
7-8 
s •. 9 
9 - :\10 
10- ·ll 











(3) Logarithmic distribution 
Assay interval 
(logs) 
0.3.5 .;.. 0.45 
0.45 .... 0.55 
o.55 - o.65 
o.65 - o.75 
o.75 - o.s5 
0.85 - 0.95 
0.95 - 1.05 
1.05 - l~i5 
1.15 - 1.25 

























DISTRIBUTION OF LEAD .L~YS 
(l) Ari thine tical diatr·lbution: ~tal range 
Assay interval$ 
,percent 
o.o - 0.5 
0.5 - 1.0 
1.o - 1.5 
ttt5 - 2.0 
2.0 - 2.5 
2.5 - ,3.0 
.3,0 - 3·5 








I and II 
III 
(2) Arithmetical distrib~tian: ·range from 0.50% to 1.75% 
Assay interval, 
percent · 
o.o - 0.25 
0.25 - o • .so 
o.so - 0.75 
0.75 - 1.00 
l..OO - 1.25 










(3) Logarithmic distribution 
AsSQ' interval, 
(lo§S) 
2.5 - 2.o 
2.o- Y.s 
1.5 - o.o 
o.o - 0 • .5 













DISTPJ:BUTIOtJ OF COPPER ASSAYS 




o.s - 1.0 
.-l.o - ~.5 
1.5. - · 2.0 
2.0 - 2·~ 
2.5 - 3.0 
3.0 - .3.5 ).5 - 4.0 










(2) LOgarithmic distribution 
Assv interval, 
(logs) . 
2.; - I.o 
I.o ... 1.5 
1.5- o.o 
o.o - 0.5 














DISTRIBUTION OF SILVER ASSAlS 










































)lODES OF THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE J.rn.'TALLIC ASSAYS 
I II In 
Zn 3d ,o ll% 17% 
Pb Oo25% 0.82% 1.02% (?) 
Cu 0.-5% 2.0% 4.0% 
Ag l os/ton 3 oz/ton 8 os/ton 
With 
tolerated error :a 20% 
level of confidence =- 95% 











The present number ot holes is satis!YJ.ng only for zinc; but 
the ract that the distribution is not normal re~res evan a higher 
number of holes. 
TABLE 10 
PARTIAL ARITmmTIC 1·~ AfJD STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
. . ?n; Pb, cu, Ag, 
Nmnbe£ ot s@Pl.es* percent . percent percent oz/ton 
10 Al-i 8.31 0.735 1.ss 4.47 
Std Dav 5.34 0.437 l.67 :;.01 
15 AK 7o4J 0.667 1.68 3.54 
Std Dev 4.76 0.503 1.50 2o68 
20 7.07 0.?86 1.375 3.07 
4o52 o.su lo3S 2.51 
25 6.58 0.817 1.27 2.70 
4-37 0.862 ~.24 2.40 
30 6.60 0.,916 1.20 2o77 
4.17 0.967 :t.l7 2.35 
36 6.86 0.907 1.20 2.88 
4.18 Oo896 1.10 2.23 
*In order of appearance. 
(2) Zonat.ion 
The conta'"lts belonging to the modal peaks of same rank tor 
each metal !all together very often. It ia hovever impossible to 
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delineate general trends over the deposit. rfhe assays of one of these 
modal peaks are spread over the area, and are not limited to a given 
part of it. 
It should be decided after consideration of the financial situ-
ation if' an increase in the lmowledge o£ the deposit justifies in-
creased expenses for exploration. A study of the holes not as an 
entire data, bu.t a.s aeries of core segment could throw some light. 
D. Conclusions 
The application of statistics to the Suffield exploration 
project leads to .following conclusions: 
- 'I?he average grade ot the ore has been estimated by Sichel to 





- The grade distribution of zinc, lead, copper and allver showa 
three modes, allowing a, fSUbdi vision or the assays of each metal int.o 
threa subpopu.lations o The assays encountered in a hole usually belong 
to subpopulations of same rank. 
- 1-lo relationahip exlsta between thickness and content in zinc, 
lead or silver. A relationship is possible between thiclm.ess and grade 
in copper. 
- A cormection grades or copper and silver 1d th the grade of 
zinc is likely. 
- The number o! holes Wi.ch has been drilled guarantees a good 
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accuracy for the zinc grade, 1drl.ch is the main comodity. The know 
ledge or the other metals could be increased by a higher number o! 
samples~ bu.t is not 'WOrth-·while as they are o£ less importance. 
E. Recommendations 
- The presence of three subpopulationa indicates the posai.-
bili ty of zonationQ It has not been possible to zone .the deposit 
with global data !or each drill hole. A study of the drill logs with 
;;asqs of each core section could throw some light on this problem. 
- The high correlation bet wen Cu and Zn could be indicative 
or a close mineralogieEil association. Problema in· ore dressing 
could arise for the separation o£ the Cu. rro:m Zn, i.f £or instance the 
oopper would partially occur as blebs or chalcopyrite in ephalerite, 
which is very .fr~.:tent. The negative correlation between copper and 
silver nuzy indicate t.hat in one ore mineral both are in reciproeal 
aubot.itution, 1mi.ch wuld com.plicats the separation. A preliminary 
microsco:¢.c study follo\-red by experiences in pilot pl$nt can ba ex-
pected to solve this problema 
- The prese1"lt number of holes is satisfactory 'Hi th respect to 
the knowledge in grade. However the determination of the volume or 
reser~es requires some peripherica.l holes in the southern half of the 
deposit in order to del:imit the C1~tof!, 
F. Recommended rocedure for ex orin 
previous \I.'Ork had been· done 
The historical circumntancee conoerning the discovery or the 
Suffield mine are unknol'm. to us, therefore some e.soumptiono have to 
be madea We can admit that the possible existence of a sulphide body 
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was discovered by geopr~Bical prospecting. The reaults o! such a. 
geophysical campaign, as well as the structural geology would indi-
cate an elongated ore body, oriented north-south, of about 2,000 teet 
in length and about 500 feet in transverse section. 
As it is matter o.f a definitely elongated ore body, a sectional 
pattern could seem advisable. However the structure is very irregular 
and varies in t-ddth from · south to northo A. ralldom pattern can be 
pla.ced in order to a.llolf an evaluation by statistical methods. 
The follotdng lqout· i.s suggested 01.1 hand o! this information& 
e. rectangle ot 2,000 x 500 teet ldll be laid out above the stlpposed 
location of the daponito This has been the first lead and aino de-
posit discovered in this area so th4.t no information concerning the 
characteristics of this d-eposit can be obtained from si1ilileu- deposita 
in the same district. The number of bore holes w.Ul be arbitrarily 
fimd to 30. Upon completion of these first set ot holes we w:i.ll have 
en~~ data to decide en adjustment, i.e., the eventual drilling of 
more holes. An exception to ·the rule recommending the holes being 
drilled in the order of appearance of their coordinate:J can be made 
hsres the holes located at the periphery of the q:.t.Sdrangle can ba 
drilled last in order to avoid too mat17 blan.lt holes. The outer 
boundary of the deposit is not necessarily included in the recta.ng.l.e 
and can on some sides partial.ly leave the rect~~e. In that case, 
another rectangle of same size is to be placed beside the firat, and 
the coordinates of new drill holes determined in order that the num-
ber of holes is the same in both rectangles, hoWever only the holeB 
located in the portion 'Where the body protrudes into the second 
rectangle are drilledo This complicated procedure assures the 
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resp:ect of the condition of r&'1doz.1 j mp1 entation~ lVheu the drilling 
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